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Molecular torsion springs: alteration of helix
curvature in frustrated tertiary folds†
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The first abiotic foldamer tertiary structures have been recently reported in the form of aromatic helix–

turn–helix motifs based on oligo-quinolinecarboxamides held together by intramolecular hydrogen

bonds. Tertiary folds were predicted by computational modelling of the hydrogen-bonding interfaces

between helices and later verified by X-ray crystallography. However, the prognosis of how the confor-

mational preference inherent to each helix influences the tertiary structure warranted further investigation.

Several new helix–turn–helix sequences were synthesised in which some hydrogen bonds have been

removed. Contrary to expectations, this change did not strongly destabilise the tertiary folds. On closer

inspection, a new crystal structure revealed that helices adopt their natural curvature when some hydro-

gen bonds are missing and undergo some spring torsion upon forming the said hydrogen bonds, thus

potentially giving rise to a conformational frustration. This phenomenon sheds light on the aggregation

behaviour of the helices when they are not linked by a turn unit.

Introduction

The functions of biopolymers are enabled by their shapes and
folded structures. This structure–function relationship has
inspired chemists to design foldamers, synthetic oligomers
also able to adopt folded conformations.1–7 Eliciting secondary
structures such as single helices or sheets in a great variety of
synthetic oligomers has been successful when using aliphatic,
aliphatic–aromatic, or aromatic amino acid building blocks.
Useful properties of these secondary structures have been
reported, including biological activity, and even their potential
as therapeutic agents.8–16 Thus, short foldamers may be able
to cross cell membranes efficiently while having low toxicity
and immunogenicity.17–21 They may also resist proteolytic
degradation.

In biopolymers, numerous functions emerge only in tertiary
and quaternary structures. Accordingly, many more functions
of foldamers may be expected by reaching similar size and
structural complexity.22 However, predicting folding conducive
to tertiary structure formation is far more challenging. Two
aspects that make tertiary structure prediction difficult are
cooperativity and frustration. Cooperativity refers to the fact
that individual secondary modules of a tertiary structure need
not be inherently stable: α-helices found in proteins are more
often than not unstable when isolated but are stabilised within
the full sequence tertiary fold. Frustration refers to the fact
that the overall stability gained in the tertiary fold allows non-
ideal – energetically costly – conformations to be present:
strain is acceptable to a certain extent and may be beneficial to
functions.23 Despite the fact that the energy terms associated
with cooperativity and frustration are difficult to estimate –

they usually reflect multiple contributions that partly compen-
sate for each other – the ab initio design of proteins has made
great progress.24–31 Synthetically accessible mini-proteins have
also attracted interest due to their potential applications in
biotechnology and medicine.32 Using various approaches,
steps were made away from purely α-peptidic backbones, and
β-amino acids were introduced in tertiary structures.33–39 Some
helix bundles from β-peptides40,41 and oligoureas42,43 have
also been reported.

To access shapes and functions remote from (and beyond)
those achieved by biopolymers, research in the field of abiotic
foldamers is conducted. Such foldamers consist of units not
seen in the natural world that nevertheless fold into confor-
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mationally ordered states stabilised by non-covalent inter-
actions. A major class of abiotic foldamers are aromatic oligo-
mers, i.e. oligomers that possess aryl rings in their main
chain.6,7,44–46 A prototypical family of aromatic foldamers are
the oligoamides of 8-amino-2-quinolinecarboxylic acid (Q in
Fig. 1a), which adopt particularly stable helical conformations
in essentially any solvent.47–49 Qn oligoamide helices are so
stable that they tolerate a large proportion of more flexible
6-aminomethyl-2-pyridinecarboxylic acid units (P in
Fig. 1a).50–53 Oligomers consisting of Q and P units are easily
accessible by solid phase synthesis,52 and show a high propen-
sity to crystallise. They may find applications in diverse
areas, including circularly polarised luminescence,54,55 charge
transport and metal coordination,56 and protein surface
recognition.11,16,57–59

Early steps were made towards abiotic tertiary structures by
connecting several Qn helices to various types of linkers.61–63

Recently, the first true abiotic tertiary foldamers were designed
and characterised in the form of helix–turn–helix motifs com-
posed of two helical oligomers connected at their C-terminus

by a T1 turn unit (Fig. 1a) and in which inter-helix hydrogen
bonds were mediated by units X and Y, the 4-hydroxy substi-
tuted analogues of Q and P, respectively.60,64,65 This design
exploits the fact that all amide carbonyl groups, that is, good
hydrogen bond acceptors, diverge from Qn helices. X and Y
units were introduced so that each hydroxy group forms a
hydrogen bond with a carbonyl group of the other helix as, for
example, in sequences 1 and 2 (Fig. 1b). The outcome was
inter-helix hydrogen bonding patterns involving pairs of X
monomers and pairs of Y monomers (Fig. 1c). One may note
that the hydrogen bonding pattern involving two Y units could
not be achieved with X units because the benzenic rings of the
latter would sterically hamper a short X-to-X distance (Fig. 1d).

As a consequence of inter-helix hydrogen bonding, the two
helices are held parallel to each other at a close distance and
with the same N-to-C orientation.‡60,65 In addition, the hydro-
gen bonds only form when the two helices have the same
handedness. Schematic representations in Fig. 2a–c depict the

Fig. 1 (a) Structures of units Q, X, Y, P, and T1. (b) Foldamer sequences.
Note the inversion of C → N polarity on each side of the central T1 unit.
In sequences ending with an 8-nitro group, “NO2” replaces the terminal
amine. (c) Hydrogen-bonding patterns involving X and Y units as
observed in the structures of 1 and 2. The yellow and red circles around
the hydrogen bond donors and acceptors correspond to the yellow
cups and red knobs in Fig. 2. (d) Expected steric clash (black lines) if Y
units were replaced by X units.60

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of helix-turn-helix tertiary motifs of
different lengths with and without Y units. (a) Side view of a helix-turn-
helix-motif with six hydrogen bonds formed by sequence 1. (b) Front
view of the hydrogen-bonding interface involved in the structure shown
in (a). (c) Front view of a hydrogen-bonding interface one turn longer
than that of (b), i.e. with eight hydrogen bonding sites (two X and two Y
units per helix), as it occurs in 2. (d–f ) Structures analogous to those of
(a–c), respectively, in which Y units have been replaced by P. Hydrogen
bonding sites associated with X units are present at every other helix
turn. (g) Hydrogen-bonding interface two turns longer than that shown
in (f ) with eight hydrogen bonding sites (four X units). (h) Schematic rep-
resentation of the conformational equilibria involved when polar sol-
vents disrupt a helix–turn–helix fold. The arrays of hydroxy protons and
carbonyl oxygen atoms involved in hydrogen bonding are shown in
yellow and red, respectively. Blue, red and green tubes represent P- and
M-helical segments and turn units, respectively. Pink ovals indicate
hydrogen bonding sites associated with Y units or the equivalent areas
where Y units have been replaced by P.

‡Helix–turn–helix motifs with opposite N-to-C orientation of the helices, i.e.

head-to-tail, were also produced. See ref. 65.
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resulting architectures, including the fact that a pair of hydro-
gen bonds form at every helix turn, involving alternatively X
and Y units. Thus, six inter-helix hydrogen bonds formed in
sequence 1 (Fig. 2a and b) and eight in sequence 2 (Fig. 2c).
The resulting helix–turn–helix motifs are very stable in chlori-
nated solvents and may be disrupted upon adding DMSO, a
hydrogen bonding competitor, leading to the emergence of a
conformer with one P and one M helix (Fig. 2h).60 However,
earlier investigations also revealed that, in the absence of turn
units, independent helices aggregate through modes other
than the parallel PP or MM head-to-head motif found in helix–
turn–helix structures. Instead, trimeric parallel aggregates and
tilted dimers were characterised.60 This outcome points non-
ideal interactions or conformations within the tertiary motifs
that are constrained by the geometry of the turn unit.

Here we show that, contrary to expectations, removing some
hydrogen bonds within the helix–turn–helix structures, namely
replacing Y by P (sequences 3–5, Fig. 1b), does not result in a
strong destabilisation. A crystallographic structure of 3 showed
that the missing hydrogen bonds permit a relaxation of the
helix curvature, which must be somewhat spring-loaded by the
Y-to-Y hydrogen bonding. These results thus shed light on
subtle aspects of the interactions and tensions within abiotic
tertiary folds that resemble those observed in proteins23 and
provide guidelines to elaborate these designs further.

Results and discussion
Design, synthesis, and helix–turn–helix folding

Sequences 3, 4 and 5 were conceived as analogues of 1 and 2
containing P units instead of Y (Fig. 1b). In 3–5, inter-helix
hydrogen bonding is mediated only by X units. It may occur at
every other helix turn and not at every turn as in 1 or 2.
Sequence 3 is identical to 1 but for the replacement of the two
Y units by P. With a total of four X units, up to four inter-helix
hydrogen bonds may form within a tertiary helix–turn–helix
fold of 3 (Fig. 2d and e). Exploiting the fact that helices of Q/P
sequences span two full turns every five units,47 compound 4
is composed of helical segments that have both been extended
by one QQXQP pentad with respect to the helices of 3.
Compound 4 thus has the potential for six inter-helix hydro-
gen bonds (Fig. 2f), as in 1, though its helices are two turns
longer. Similarly, the helical segments of 5 have each been
extended by one more QQXQP pentad with respect to the
helices of 4. Compound 5 has the potential for eight inter-
helix hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2g), as in 2, though the helices of 5
span over seven turns and are almost twice as long as the
helices of 2.

Compounds 3–5 were synthesised following the same
approach (see ESI†). Helical segments spanning from the
N-terminus to the unit before the linker were prepared on
solid phase using Q, P, and X monomers with an Fmoc-amine
protection, a free carboxylic acid, and a tBu-ether protection of
the hydroxy group of X.52 Coupling was mediated by acid chlor-
ide activation, and Fmoc was removed after each coupling with

piperidine. The last monomer introduced at the N-terminus
was either X or Q with a nitro group in position 8. Synthesis
was performed on an acid labile Sasrin® resin so that mild
acid (hexafluoroisopropanol) allowed for resin cleavage while
preserving tBu-ether protection of X units. Sequences were
then purified by crystallisation in CH2Cl2/methanol before
being coupled in solution to T1 units using PyBOP as a coup-
ling agent. Finally, the protected precursors of 3, 4 and 5 were
purified by crystallisation from CH2Cl2/methanol (for 3), or by
recycling GPC (for 4 and 5).

Before tBu-ether cleavage at X units, helices cannot form
hydrogen bonds. All PP/MM and PM conformers of these pre-
cursors are thus populated (Fig. 2h). Equilibrium between PP/
MM and PM conformers is slow on the NMR time scale and
NMR spectra show two sets of signals in different proportions,
typically around 10 : 1 (Fig. S1†), as was previously observed for
the precursors of 1 and 2.60 A crystal structure of the protected
precursor of 3 in its PM conformation is shown Fig. S2a,†
which presumably corresponds to the major species in solu-
tion. The final products 3–5 were obtained after TFA de-
protection of the X units without further purification. The 1H
NMR spectra of 1–5 all show a single set of signals (Fig. 3),
indicating conformational equilibria are no longer at play and
that a single species is present in solution, thus hinting at the
formation of helix–turn–helix motifs. This also applied to the
longest sequence 5, even though it could not be isolated in a
very pure form. Also, further investigations of 5 were not con-
ducted because of its low solubility.

Helix–turn–helix folding was confirmed by a solid state
structure of 3 (Fig. 4b and d) that closely resembles that of 1
(Fig. 4a and c). The molecular structure of 3 shows the
expected head-to-head parallel arrangement and the same
handedness of the two helices. The structure admits a pseudo-
C2 symmetry axis pointed through the aromatic ring of the
turn unit. The crystal lattice is centrosymmetric and contains
both the PP and the MM conformers. Four inter-helix hydrogen
bonds between X units form according to the expected pattern
(Fig. 1c). As for the Y units of 1, the P units of 3 face each

Fig. 3 Part of the 500 MHz 1H NMR spectra of sequences 1–5 in CDCl3
at 25 °C showing the resonances of amide protons and hydrogen-
bonded hydroxy protons. The spectra of 1 and 2 are from ref. 60.
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other but no hydrogen bonding, not even a C–H⋯O contact, is
observed. In 1, the shortest CvO⋯CAr distance is around
3.3 Å, while it is 3.9 Å in 3. The molecular structures 1 and 3
both show the same slight bending of the turn unit (Fig. 4a
and b). The side views of 1 and 3 (Fig. 4a and b) display a
minor difference: at a given helix turn, all four hydrogen bond
donors and acceptors (yellow and red spheres belonging to a
pair of hydrogen-bonded X or Y units) are in the same plane in
the structure of 1 whereas they are slightly out of plane in the
structure of 3. Furthermore, top views (Fig. 4c and d) showed
an alignment of the hydrogen bond donors and acceptors of X
units in the structure of 3, but not in the structure of 1. In
summary, NMR and crystallographic data concur to show that,
for P-containing sequence 3, four hydrogen bonds are
sufficient to stabilise the tertiary fold.

Solution state studies reveal unexpected stability patterns

Polar solvents such as DMSO and DMF compete for hydrogen
bonding and have the capacity to disrupt the hydrogen-
bonded interface of helix–turn–helix motifs, giving rise to
structures as those shown in Fig. 2h. For example, adding
DMSO-d6 to a CDCl3 solution of 2 resulted in shifts of 1H NMR
signals associated with a fast equilibrium between folded and
disrupted conformations without helix handedness inversion,
leading to an averaging of the 1H NMR signals.60 Adding
DMSO to the protected precursor of 2, which is unable to fold,

did not result in such changes. The chemical shift variations
occur over a narrow range of solvent compositions suggesting
a cooperative, all-or-nothing, disruption of the hydrogen-
bonding interface. Concomitantly to the chemical shift vari-
ations, 1H NMR spectra show the emergence of a new species
assigned to the disrupted PM conformers, in slow exchange
with the PP and MM conformers. In the case of 2, a solid state
structure of the disrupted PP/MM conformers was obtained
from crystals grown from DMF.60

Similar experiments, that is, 1H NMR monitoring of polar
solvent-induced disruption of the tertiary fold, were carried
out with compound 3, a priori the least stable helix–turn–helix
motif of all since it contains only four inter-helix hydrogen
bonds (Fig. 4b). Deuterated DMSO, pyridine, DMF, methanol,
acetonitrile, acetone and tetrahydrofuran were tested to
compare their ability to disrupt the four hydrogen bonds
(Fig. S3–S12†). These experiments were important not only to
assess the robustness of the tertiary folds but also for practical
reasons, for example, to guide the choice of crystallisation sol-
vents. Remarkably, relatively small chemical shift variations
and no second set of 1H NMR signals, meaning no disruption
of the tertiary turn, was observed even in pure acetone-d6 or
tetrahydrofuran-d8. Similarly, up to 70% [vol/vol] of aceto-
nitrile-d3 or 50% of methanol-d3 could be added to a chloro-
form solution of 3 without any disruption. For these two sol-
vents, higher volume fractions could not be reached due to the

Fig. 4 (a) And (b) show the side views of the crystal structures of 1 and 3, respectively. (c) And (d) show the top views of the crystal structures of 1
and 3, respectively. The hydroxy protons and carbonyl oxygen atoms of the hydrogen-bonding arrays are shown as yellow and red balls, respectively.
The X units are shown in blue, the Y units in violet, the P-units in red and the turn units in green. Blue arrows point to notable differences between
the two structures. Included solvent molecules, non-polar hydrogen atoms and side chains are omitted for clarity.
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precipitation of the sample. Precipitation also occurred upon
adding 30% of DMF-d7. Nevertheless, chemical shift changes
and the emergence of a new set of signals were observed in the
course of solvent additions, indicating a certain level of helix–
turn–helix disruption, with a transition above 30% of DMF-d7.
In the case of DMSO-d6 and pyridine-d5, complete disruption
was achieved without any precipitation. Chemical shift vari-
ations showed sharp cooperative transitions near 18.5% of
DMSO-d6 and 27.5% of pyridine-d5, indicating the stronger
ability of DMSO to interfere with intramolecular hydrogen
bonding among all tested polar solvents. Conversely, a com-
parison of the 1H NMR spectra of 3 in CDCl3 containing 16%
of either DMSO-d6, pyridine-d5 or DMF-d7 revealed different
proportions of the PM conformer in these three solvents: 30%,
20% and <10%, respectively (Fig. 5a). Altogether, these results
establish a clear ranking of the disrupting ability of these
three solvents, alongside the other polar solvents in which non
disruption was observed. As a final control experiment, the
addition of pyridine and DMF to the protected precursor of 3,
which is unable to fold, did not result in significant changes
of the chemical shifts (Fig. S13–S15†).

In order to assess the stability of the tertiary folds as a func-
tion of the number and nature of the hydrogen bonds
involved, we next compared the ability of DMSO to disrupt the
folds of 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Fig. S16–S19†). Chemical shift variations
(Δδ) of a representative proton of these species upon adding
DMSO-d6 to a solution in CDCl3 are shown in Fig. 5c. As
explained above, these variations reflect the rapid equilibrium
between the folded and disrupted helix–turn–helix without
inversion of helix handedness. Unsurprisingly, the transition
between the folded and disrupted conformations of 3 occurred
with the smallest amount of DMSO (inflexion near 18.5%),
since this compound involves only four hydrogen bonds at its
helix–helix interface. However, the trend for the other com-
pounds turned out to deviate from what could be expected. For
instance, the transition between folded and disrupted states
occurs at similar amounts of DMSO for 1 (21.5%) and 2
(22.5%), as if the additional two hydrogen bonds associated
with the peripheral Y units in the structure of 2 had no signifi-
cant effects on the tertiary structure stability. Furthermore,
compound 4 proved the most stable of all: about 24% of
DMSO is required to reach the transition. Compound 4 has six
hydrogen bonds at its helix–helix interface, that is, as many as
1 and two less than 2, but hydrogen bonds in 4 only involve X
units. To enhance the stability of 3, it is thus more beneficial
to add two X units (as in 4) than to replace two P with two Y
units (as in 1). These results suggest that the hydrogen bonds
involving Y units provide less stabilisation to the tertiary folds
than those involving the X units.

The solid state structures point to helix curvature strain

That pairs of hydrogen-bonded X units and pairs of hydrogen-
bonded Y do not contribute to the same extent to the stability
of helix–turn–helix motifs invited a closer look at the solid
state structures. As mentioned above, Qn helices span exactly
five units per two turns.47 The same applies when Q and P

units are mixed.51 Thus, when looking at a helix from the top,
down the helix axis, the inner rim of the backbone typically
has the shape of a 15-crown-5. For the solid state structures of
1 and 3, the helix inner rim of 3 does show a 15-crown-5-ether
shape (Fig. 6b), whereas the helix inner rim of 1 does not
(Fig. 6a). This means that, in the case of 1, helix curvature devi-
ates from its preferred form. To identify where this deviation

Fig. 5 (a) Part of the 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, 25 °C) of 3 in a 84 : 16
[vol/vol] mixture of CDCl3 and a disrupting solvent like DMF-d7 (red),
pyridine-d5 (blue) and DMSO-d6 (black), showing the amide and hydro-
gen-bonded hydroxy proton resonances. Signals encircled in pink
belong to the disrupted structures. (b) Variations of the chemical shift of
selected 1H NMR signals of 3 upon adding disruptive solvents to CDCl3
solutions (see ESI†). Precipitation occurred above 32% of DMF-d7. (c)
Normalised variations (Δδ/Δδmax) of the chemical shift of selected 1H
NMR signals of 1, 2, 3, and 4 upon adding DMSO-d6 to CDCl3 solutions.
Normalisation facilitates comparison even when the amplitude and sign
of the chemical shift variation vary.
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occurs, the structures of 1 and 3 were overlaid so that the turn
units and the C-terminal Q units perfectly match. Then, the
extent of their overlap was compared at every helix turn
(Fig. 7). It was found that the hydrogen-bonded pairs of X
units closest to T1 overlap almost perfectly (Fig. 7d). One turn
further away from T1, the Y units (in 1) and the P units (in 3)

also overlap well. However, the subsequent Q units that are
hydrogen bonded to Y in 1 and not to P in 3 are significantly
offset in the two structures (Fig. 7c). Removing the hydroxy
groups of Y thus results in a change of curvature, allowing the
conformation to match more closely five units per two turns.
In other words, hydrogen bonding between Y units is accepta-
ble but it proceeds at the cost of a certain strain (spring
loading) of helix curvature. The differences between the struc-
tures of 1 and 3 extend beyond Y (or P) units all the way to the
next helix turn. Thus, the peripheral pair of X units form
hydrogen bonds in the same manner in the two structures, but
their position as well as the position of the N-terminal Q units
differ (Fig. 7b).

We thus theorise that inter-helix hydrogen bonding invol-
ving the hydroxy groups of Y units requires a deviation of helix
curvature from its preferred conformation. Put simply, a dis-
favoured secondary fold was induced by tertiary folding. This
interpretation was further validated by the crystal structures of
the PM conformers of the synthetic precursors of 2 and 3, in
which X and Y units are protected as tBu-ethers and within
which no hydrogen bond can form (Fig. S2†). In both cases,
the inner rims of the helices have the preferred 15-crown-5
shape, indicating that no strain in helix curvature occurred in
the absence of inter-helix hydrogen bonds.

Fig. 6 Top view of one helix of the crystal structures of 1 (a) and of 3
(b). The inner rim of each helix is highlighted in pink. The hydroxy
protons and carbonyl oxygen atoms involved in helix-to-helix hydrogen
bonding are shown as yellow and red balls, respectively. The X units are
shown in blue, the Y units in violet and the P units in red. Included
solvent molecules, non-polar hydrogen atoms and side chains are
omitted for clarity. For comparison to the inner rims, a 15-crown-5 is
drawn between (a) and (b).

Fig. 7 (a) Side view of the overlay of the crystal structures of 1 (red) and 3 (grey) in tube representation. The turn units and C-terminal Q units of the
two structures have been overlaid and match almost perfectly. (b–d) Slices of the overlaid helix-turn-helix structures at different helix-helix contacts
(marked with green circles and arrows) showing poor overlap in areas closer to the N-termini. Included solvent molecules, non-polar hydrogen
atoms and side chains are omitted for clarity.
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These insights also shed light on previous, not-well
explained observations, namely the self-assembly behaviour of
the X- and Y-containing individual helical segments of 1 and 2
when they are not connected by a T1 unit.60 We reported
before that for such helices, X and Y units mediate inter-
molecular inter-helix hydrogen bonding, that is, a sort of helix
bundling. However, the intramolecular hydrogen-bonding
interface characteristic of 1 and 2 is never observed within
aggregates: no head-to-head parallel PP or MM dimer form.
Instead, tilted dimers and parallel trimers were characterised
(Fig. 8).60 In a tilted dimer, the helix axes are oriented at an
angle of +120° or −120°. In a trimer, the helix axes are parallel
but the relative orientation of X and Y units differ from those
of the helix–turn–helix motif. Both the tilted dimer and trimer
configurations cannot occur intramolecularly within 1 and 2
due to the rigidity and geometry of T1. In all motifs, all X and
Y hydroxy groups are involved in hydrogen bonding to an
amide carbonyl group. We previously assigned the formation
of tilted dimers and parallel trimers to potentially stronger,
e.g. better oriented or shorter, hydrogen bonds. Now we might
connect this behaviour to the fact that all helices adopt their
preferred curvature in the aggregates. The views down the
helix axis in Fig. 8 clearly show the 15-crown-5 shape of the
inner rim. Tilted dimer and parallel trimer formation might
thus also be guided by the absence of curvature strain. Parallel
dimer formation is disfavoured in this respect.

Conformational frustration is ubiquitous in tertiary protein
structures.23 For example, burying a hydrophobic residue in
the hydrophobic core of a protein will generate frustration if
the adjacent residue is polar and not involved in hydrogen
bonding or salt bridging. Conversely, bringing this polar
residue to the protein surface will generate frustration if it
leads to exposure of the adjacent hydrophobic residue to
water. The consequences, including the benefits, of frustration
in protein folding, have been extensively investigated. For
instance, the co-existence of multiple conflicting confor-
mations and sub-optimal energetic state shapes the energy

landscape and facilitates protein folding, i.e. it makes it more
likely to reach a conformation close to the ground state.66 In
addition, redistributing local frustration facilitates confor-
mational transitions as they occur, for example, during
enzyme catalysis.67–70 In short, if a tertiary protein fold would
be deprived of conformational frustration, it would turn into a
rigid body lacking functionality.71,72 The discovery of non-ideal
folding in abiotic tertiary folds thus represents an important
step towards the future design not only of structures, but also
of functions associated to dynamics.

Conclusions

The design and synthesis of large and complex abiotic folded
tertiary structures similar to proteins represent ambitious and
exciting challenges for chemistry. Developing structures that
fold like biological macromolecules in media other than water
is intriguing and will undoubtedly enable us to explore func-
tions that would be unthinkable in living organisms. The suc-
cessful prediction and synthesis of aromatic oligoamide helix–
turn–helix motifs stabilised by hydrogen bonds is a first step
towards this goal. We have presented a detailed analysis of the
solid state structures of such tertiary folds stabilised by hydro-
gen-bonded interfaces based on X units only, or on both X and
Y units, as well as a solution study of the susceptibility of
these interfaces towards disruption in the presence of polar
solvents. This, together with the structures of aggregated
helices not linked by turn units highlighted possible devi-
ations of the helices from their preferred curvature upon inter-
acting with one another. Such deviations amount to a sort of
torsional spring loading. They occur only under the constraint
of relatively rigid T1 turn units in the absence of which helices
generally find different ways to interact that do not impair
their curvature. It is thus the tertiary folding that alters the sec-
ondary fold. In this respect it would be interesting to explore
the folding behaviour of sequences in which other, less rigid,
turns replace T1 unit.

The conformational frustration associated with non-ideal
helix curvature is analogous to frustration as it occurs in
protein tertiary folds. In enzymes, local conformational desta-
bilisation may promote conformational changes and mediate
catalysis.67–69 In view of the future development of abiotic ter-
tiary folds with enzyme-like function, the deliberate introduc-
tion of tensions and destabilisation is a worthy endeavor.

Finally, X- and Y-containing helices have been shown to form
hydrogen-bonded assemblies that differ from the helix–turn–
helix structures mediated by turn T1 in part because helices are
able to adopt their preferred curvature in these assemblies and
not in the tertiary structures. The self-assembly behaviour of
helices in which Y has been replaced by P warrants further inves-
tigation. Tertiary structures are less strained in this case, as we
have shown here, but this does not prevent individual helices
from finding yet other ways to interact than that imposed by
rigid T1 units. Research along these lines is currently conducted
in our laboratory and will be reported in due course.

Fig. 8 Previously reported crystal structures of a tilted dimer (a) and a
parallel trimer (b).60 Views have been oriented to see one helix down its
axis. The corresponding inner rim is highlighted in pink, showing a
15-crown-5 shape. The other helices all have the same conformation.
The hydroxy protons and carbonyl oxygen atoms involved in helix–helix
hydrogen bonding are shown as yellow and red balls, respectively. The X
units are shown in blue and the Y units in violet tubes. Included solvent
molecules, non-polar hydrogen atoms and side-chains are omitted for
clarity.
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